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Excel-Based GL Journal
Upload Solution for Oracle

excel4apps.com/journalwand

Imagine...
Uploading large batches of
journals into the Oracle General
Ledger (GL) is a typical activity
during the accounting cycle,
yet accountants are often
dependent on cumbersome,
error-prone tools to do the job.
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Overview
Oracle is Complex

Tools are Cumbersome

Importing journal entries via the Oracle
interface is difficult. Data must pass multiple
validation checks in order to import successfully.
Understanding the fields applicable to each
journal type is confusing and requires a level
of detail that most users find bothersome.

To make matters worse, your journal upload tool
may be hard to use and provide weak error
messaging that contributes to inefficient processes,
wasted time and additional aggravation.

Flexibility
• Fast, flexible uploads including multiple attachments
• Build custom journal templates with fields applicable
to a specific journal type
• Leverage GL Wand and Reports Wand to quickly
create journal entries
• Use our Shared Templates Drive feature to share
or reuse journal templates
• Leverage existing security settings, logon with
Oracle username/password
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IT Friendly

• Hassle-free uploads
• Intuitive, wizard-driven process
• No technical knowledge of the
Oracle GL Interface required
• Meaningful validation feedback
to ensure data compliance
• Little training needed

IT Friendly
• A
 ccess from any PC,
no software installation
needed
• Little IT support needed
• Low cost of ownership
• Reliable, robust solution
for high volumes
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Make Life Easier with Journal Wand
Journal Wand is an add-in to Microsoft Excel®
that lets you batch upload journal entries
including multiple attachments into the Oracle
E-Business Suite General Ledger. As it is part of the
Excel4apps solution offering, there is no need for
a separate IT installation – it simply needs to be
activated. Within a few minutes, you can create
and upload journals. Wizards make it easy for
you to quickly create and edit custom templates,
populate them with journal data, validate the
data and upload the journals into Oracle. This
entire process is Excel-based – even to the
monitoring of Oracle Concurrent Requests run
by the process.
Using Journal Wand makes loading batches of
journal entries a quick and hassle-free process,
and leaves you with more time for doing the
things that count.
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How it Works

Create Custom Templates

Customize, Populate, Validate and
Load Journals – Better and Faster
Journal Wand allows you to use Excel as the front
end to the Oracle General Ledger journal entry
functionality. With Journal Wand, Oracle Financial
users can process journals, and load attachments all
from within Excel and with minimal effort and setup.
Journal Wand lets you create, edit and share
customized upload templates. In-cell lists of values
assist with the population of valid data values in the
template, and wizards are available to facilitate
selection of valid accounts and to step you through
the capture of Descriptive Flexfield values. Journal
values may be based on formulae and/or the
results of any of the GL Wand functions, such
as Get Balance.
Journals are fully validated in Excel, and only those
that pass validation will be interfaced to Oracle. This
prevents journals from getting stuck in the interface
and avoids reliance on IT intervention. Meaningful
error messages are reported in the applicable cell,
helping you quickly and easily resolve errors.

Trouble-shoot Validation Errors

Validate, Upload and Monitor

The entire process from start to end is in Excel,
including the running and monitoring of the Journal
Import, initiating the Oracle Workflow Approval
process for specified journals, Autopost requests,
and the loading of multiple attachments to new
or existing journals.
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Start-to-end Excel process
Intuitive user interface
F lexible, customizable journal templates
A
 utomatic population of the template
with existing journal data
Combine

GL Wand functions with query
lookup values and account balances
D
 erive journal values from real-time account
balances
In-cell lists of values for easy data selection
Integrated into Oracle 11i/R12
Shared templates
R
 eliable, robust solution for large volumes
of journals
S tandardization on Excel4apps tools means
seamless switching between applications
(one framework – multiple tools)
Loading

of multiple attachments to new
or existing journals

IT Benefits
• Quick activation
• Centralized installation
• High performance architecture

Capture and Upload Journal Attachments
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Journal Wand is easy to use and intuitive. I was able to create the template
and load journal entries successfully without any prior instruction after only
seeing a Journal Wand demo a few weeks earlier.”

J. Scott Wright, Trinity Industries, Inc.

How it’s Used

Journal Wand is a robust alternative to Web ADI for loading
GL journals including multiple attachments. It empowers users
to create their own templates and streamlines the upload
process, eliminating the need for IT assistance. Combined with
GL Wand, our real-time financial reporting solution, it provides
a 360° Excel solution to the GL period-end process. Journal
values can be calculated from real-time actual and budget
balances obtained using the GL Wand Get Balance function.
Workbooks can contain a systemized “real-time closing”
procedure, thus enabling continuous accounting processes.
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A 360 Month End Solution
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Obtain Real-Time
Data from Oracle

You can also:
• S ave time by cloning existing journals
• Automate period-end accruals and reversal journals
• Upload various types of journals: actual journals in functional
and foreign currency, encumbrance, encumbrance reversal,
and statistical journals
• Set up sheets containing recurring journals
• Test effects of applying a journal against real-time, actual balances
• Save templates in a centralized repository and securely share
• Use Report Distribution Manager to distribute journal templates
• Upload attachments at the same time as loading new journals
or any time after a journal has been loaded
For uploading journal entries to the GL, Journal Wand is an
alternative to: Web ADI and other 3rd party tools.
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E -Business Suite Solutions

Report +
Analyze

Budget +
Forecast

Upload
+ Post
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Analyze Your
Variances

Excel
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Adjustment values
and Journal Details
Upload to Oracle
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Refresh Workbook
to See Updated
Balances

Excel4apps Wands for Oracle allow real-time financial and
operational reporting across all Oracle E-Business Suite
modules, as well as the ability to upload General Ledger
journals and budgets―all directly from Microsoft Excel. Using
Excel-based solutions makes it easy to obtain, analyze, share,
and present essential information when and how you need
it. We help you get more out of the platforms you already
own―Microsoft Excel and Oracle.

www.excel4apps.com
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